Crystallization of finite-extensible nonlinear elastic Lennard-Jones coarse-grained polymers.
The ability of a simple coarse-grained finite-extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) Lennard-Jones (LJ) polymer model to be crystallized is investigated by molecular dynamics simulations. The optimal FENE Lennard-Jones parameter combinations (ratio between FENE and LJ equilibrium distances) and the optimal lattice parameters are calculated for five different perfect crystallite structures: simple tetragonal, body-centered tetragonal, body-centered orthorhombic, hexagonal primitive, and hexagonal close packed. It was found that the most energetically favorable structure is the body-centered orthorhombic. Starting with an equilibrated polymer liquid and with the optimal parameters found for the body-centered orthorhombic, an isothermal treatment led to the formation of large lamellar crystallites with a typical chain topology: folded, loop, and tie chains, and with a crystallinity of about 60%-70%, similar to real semicrystalline polymers. This simple coarse-grained Lennard-Jones model provides a qualitative tool to study semicrystalline microstructures for polymers.